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Proteins often assemble in multimeric complexes to
perform a specific biologic function. However, trap-
ping these high-order conformations is difficult
experimentally. Therefore, predicting how proteins
assemble using in silico techniques can be of great
help. The size of the associated conformational
space and the fact that proteins are intrinsically flex-
ible structures make this optimization problem
extremely challenging. Nonetheless, known experi-
mental spatial restraints can guide the search pro-
cess, contributing to model biologically relevant
states. We present here a swarm intelligence optimi-
zation protocol able to predict the arrangement of
protein symmetric assemblies by exploiting a limited
amount of experimental restraints and steric interac-
tions. Importantly, within this scheme the native flex-
ibility of each protein subunit is taken into account as
extracted from molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions. We show that this is a key ingredient for the
prediction of biologically functional assemblies
when, upon oligomerization, subunits explore acti-
vated states undergoing significant conformational
changes.
INTRODUCTION
Proteins often assemble in multimeric states to perform specific
biologic functions (Gavin et al., 2002). As the native folded state
of single proteins, the most stable conformation of these macro-
molecular assemblies corresponds to an arrangement that is
unique. Unfortunately, it is usually difficult to characterize the
structure of multimeric assemblies at atomistic resolution. This
is due to both their size and complexity, which make the produc-
tion of sufficiently pure crystal for X-ray crystallography chal-
lenging. Moreover, if the assembly is amphipathic, such as in
the case of transmembrane structures, crystallization is even
more difficult. For this reason, in silico methodologies aimed at
predicting how multiple protein copies arrange to form a multi-
meric complex would be desirable. The prediction of the protein
assembly can be interpreted as a minimization problem having
an extremely large and complex search space. In principle,
knowing the structure of an individual subunit should be suffi-Structure 21, 1cient to reconstruct the structure of the whole assembly. How-
ever, both the complexity of the search space and the fact that
proteins are intrinsically dynamic objects, often undergoing
conformational changes when multimerizing (Bahadur and
Zacharias, 2008), contribute to making the prediction of a
macromolecular assembly structure an extremely challenging
task.
To tackle this problem, several solutions have been proposed
to date. Some approaches, such as SymmDock (Schneidman-
Duhovny et al., 2005), M-ZDOCK (Pierce et al., 2005), or MolFit
(Berchanski et al., 2005), exploit the fact that multimers often
respect a specific symmetry (Plaxco and Gross, 2009; Goodsell
and Olson, 2000). These methods reduce the search space by
imposing a specific symmetry and subsequently rigidly dock
the binding partners so that a predefined energy function is mini-
mized. The aforementioned schemes are ab initio, i.e., they do
not directly exploit any previous knowledge about the systembe-
ing studied. Still, it is important to point out that, while producing
an X-ray structure of a macromolecular assembly is challenging,
low-resolution data are usuallymore accessible.While this struc-
tural information can be used to filter or re-rank the models pro-
duced by ab initio methods, it can also be used to directly guide
the assembly process by providing geometric restraints that the
final assembly should respect (Lensink and Wodak, 2010; Alber
et al., 2008). The advantage of such an approach is that the
search space can be greatly reduced, as a consequence
reducing the computational effort needed to explore the assem-
bly’s conformational space. Shih and Hwang, presenting a thor-
ough analysis on the effect of quantity and precision of distance
constraints, showed that their prediction scheme based on dis-
tance restraints, DPPD, performs equally or better than ab initio
methods (Shih and Hwang, 2012). In the context of experiment-
driven protein assembly prediction, one of the major efforts is
represented by integrative modeling platform (IMP; Russel
et al., 2012). IMP deals with a variety of experimental restraints
and predicts the rigid body arrangement of very large and hetero-
geneous macromolecular assemblies (Alber et al., 2007; Lasker
et al., 2012) via Monte Carlo and conjugate gradient search. On
a similar side, HADDOCK (de Vries et al., 2007) can not only
deal with a large variety of experimental restraints, but also
with protein flexibility by first rigidly docking up to six subunits ac-
cording to a predefined symmetry, and subsequently refining the
result via simulated annealing. Another approach, Rosetta, has
been shown to precisely predict multimeric arrangements ac-
cording to several symmetries, also taking into account both
backbone and side chain flexibility via a Monte Carlo-based
multistep refinement procedure (Andre et al., 2007).097–1106, July 2, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1097
Figure 1. Macromolecular Assembly Prediction Workflow
When a structural ensemble is provided (e.g., from a MD trajectory), principal
component analysis (PCA) is first performed. Fluctuations of main eigenvec-
tors are added to the search space, which also includes protein roto-trans-
lation dimensions. Every point in the search space is a protein assembly, which
is evaluated by a fitness function taking into account both assembly energy
and geometric restraints typically based on experimental evidence. Fitness
function minima in the search space are sampled via a PSO algorithm (see
Figure 6). The best solutions are filtered and clustered, and their corresponding
multimeric structures produced. These can be subsequently refined via more
expensive computational techniques. This method for macromolecular as-
sembly is implemented in an open source code called Parallel Optimization
Workbench—power, which is available at http://lbm.epfl.ch.
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Swarm Intelligence Dynamic ModelingUpon assembly, constituent subunits often explore regions of
their conformational space that can be markedly different from
those captured with high-resolution X-ray crystallography or nu-
clear magnetic resonance (NMR) structures of the single subunit.
If additional activation processes are required to trigger assem-
bly, such as proteolytic cleavage, posttranslational modifica-
tions, etc., the conformation of subunits in the assembled
(bound) state is expected to significantly differ from that
observed in the free, unbound state. Importantly, there is
increasing evidence of conformational selection playing an
important role in the recognition process of protein binding
(Boehr et al., 2009; Lange et al., 2008; Peters and de Groot,
2012). Protein-bound conformations are thus expected to
already populate the accessible conformational space explored
by the unbound protein. Therefore, this opens the intriguing pos-
sibility to characterize the ensemble of states that are relevant for
assembly by a thorough exploration of the conformational space
of single subunits. Nowadays this task is possible thanks to the
ever-increasing sampling power of large-scale MD simulations
of proteins in their native environment (Dror et al., 2012). Impor-
tantly, improved performances have been demonstrated by
methods taking into account protein’s conformational space
by docking ensembles of structures generated via MD simula-
tions (Gru¨nberg et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2005), linear combina-
tions of eigenvectors extracted by essential dynamics analysis
(Mustard and Ritchie, 2005), or NMR experiments (Chaudhury
and Gray, 2008). However, a hurdle in ensemble docking is its
larger computational weight.
Our goal is to predict multimeric symmetric arrangements
using both the structural and dynamic information of the
monomeric state, guided by low-resolution spatial restraints
characterizing the final assembly. In this context, minimization
algorithms based on classical mathematical approaches
(such as steepest descent or conjugate gradient) are unsuitable
because they tend to fail to converge to the global minimum.
We tackled this problem by adopting a particle swarm op-
timization (PSO) algorithm. PSO is a distributed heuristic opti-
mization technique that has been shown to be both highly
robust to local minima and usually converging as fast, and in
some cases even faster, than other heuristic approaches
such as genetic algorithm or simulated annealing (Besozzi
et al., 2009; Elbeltagi et al., 2005; Namasivayam and Gu¨nther,
2007; Angeline, 1998; Abraham and Liu, 2009). PSO has
been used successfully for docking small molecules in protein
active sites (Chen et al., 2007; Morris et al., 1999; Meier
et al., 2010) but, in our knowledge, our implementation is an
example of PSO applied to the broad domain of protein multi-
meric assembly.
To take large portions of protein conformational space into ac-
count and understand the assembly mechanism, we exploit the
increasing sampling capabilities of MD simulations as an addi-
tional resource. Importantly, in our method this conformational
space is directly added to the PSO search space. We show
that our approach can quickly predict a reasonable protein
arrangement in a symmetrical multimeric conformation by se-
lecting, if necessary, the most suitable structure within the
available conformations. Assembly prediction is performed in a
variety of assembly situations and guided by a limited amount
of geometric restraints.1098 Structure 21, 1097–1106, July 2, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rigRESULTS
We aimed to find a reasonable prediction for a multimeric struc-
ture arrangement based on structural information about its sub-
units and experimental measures acting as search restraints
(Figure 1). In a first step, an ensemble ofmonomer conformations
is generated from MD simulations or, alternatively, from struc-
tural biology experiments; this will be treated as a conformational
database (see Experimental Procedures). The advantage of such
an approach is that assembly prediction is performed using
physically plausible structures. Subsequently, upon definition
of a list of geometric restraints and a specific circular symmetry,
a PSO search dynamically explores the conformational data-
base. PSO searches for a multimeric assembly respecting all
the given restraints and presenting no steric clashes. Geometrichts reserved
Table 1. Summary of Assembly Prediction Using Various
Experimental Restraints
Protein Symmetry Time Solutions
Backbone
rmsd (A˚)
PhoQ C2 3 m, 00 s 6 (1) 1.85
Chorismate mutase C3 2 m, 16 s 20 (3) 1.52
Acyl carrier C3 2 m, 59 s 3 (1) 1.91
Lumazine syntaze C5 3 m, 53 s 6 (5) 1.89
SM archeal protein C7 2 m, 30 s 6 (1) 0.95
EscJ C24 8 m, 52 s 9 (3) 2.04
Phospholipase A2a C3 1 m, 36 s 2 (1) 1.58
Envelope glycoproteina C3 7 m, 3 s 14 (4) 3.81
Hexameric capsomera C6 6 m, 50 s 16 (14) 3.74
Aerolysina C7 6 m, 35 s 6 (4) 0.72b
Symmetry, execution time (including post-processing), final number of in-
dependent solutions and best protein backbone rmsd with respect to the
known assembly are indicated. In parentheses, the rank of the best solu-
tion is also indicated. Bound, unbound, and aerolysin cases are reported
in this order. Relative structural superimpositions are reported in Figures
2, 4, and 5.
aUnbound cases.
bCross-correlation coefficient with respect to the density map.
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Swarm Intelligence Dynamic Modelingrestraints can be typically provided by low-resolution electron
density maps or experiments such as cross-linking disulfide
scanning, labeling or FRET. If necessary, multimers can be
assembled on a given substrate. At PSO search completion, a
large set of solutions having a good score is usually generated.
A smaller set of representative solutions, typically less than ten
(Table 1), is returned by clustering the accepted solutions ac-
cording to their respective root-mean-square deviation (rmsd).
At present, the structure of heterodimers (thus addressing gen-
eral protein-protein interactions) or homomultimers with or
without a target substrate (if a circular symmetry is imposed)
can be predicted. This process is usually very fast and can pro-
duce a small ensemble of solutions that are sufficient to generate
biologically sound working hypotheses and act as seeds for
further optimization steps usingmore computationally expensive
techniques.
We tested our protocol on a variety of systems that were
already solved in their multimeric conformation. These cases
ranged from a dimer having no imposed symmetry up to a
24-mer having an imposed circular symmetry, where we use
the structure of subunits in the bound conformation to
perform prediction. In all tests, a variety of geometric
restraints plausibly derived from experiments of different
nature were exploited and their influence on final predictions
tested. In a second phase, we applied our method to three
cases in which both the protein’s bound and unbound con-
formations are known. Here, the conformational spaces of the
unbound states were characterized by means of MD simula-
tions. Finally, we tackled a real case: the prediction of the
heptameric conformation of pore-forming toxin aerolysin on
the basis of known cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM)
maps. In this case, we demonstrate that accounting for protein
flexibility plays a key role in the prediction of biologically rele-
vant states.Structure 21, 1Rigid Assembly Using Symmetry and Stoichiometry
We applied our method to protein complexes exploiting informa-
tion usually accessible, like their stoichiometry and relative pro-
duced symmetry, to test its correctness. We selected a set of
bound complexes (for which we use the bound monomeric
conformation to rigidly reconstruct the assembly) spanning
several symmetry classes, namely chorismate mutase (C3 sym-
metry), acyl carrier protein synthase (C3), lumazine synthase
(C5), SM archeal protein (C7), and EscJ (C24). We also included
one case, PhoQ (C2), where no symmetry was imposed a priori
and disulfide cross-linking data were used to guide assembly
(Goldberg et al., 2008; Lemmin et al., 2013; see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures for further details). It should be noted
that some of these proteins have been also adopted as test
cases in the context of de novo prediction (Andre et al., 2007).
In all the cases we attempted to reconstruct the original multimer
on the basis of a known stoichiometry by providing various com-
binations of experimentally plausible geometric restraints (see
details in Supplemental Experimental Procedures). In the Sup-
plemental Experimental Procedures, further tests aimed at as-
sessing the influence of restraint choice (i.e., quantity, quality,
and nature) on the final prediction are also presented. Results
with relative computation timing are reported in Table 1, and
best structures superimposed to the known crystal structure
are shown in Figures 2A–2D.
With the increase of geometric restraints stringency, the
amount of obtained models decreases and their quality in-
creases (Figure 3A; Figure S3 available online for a complete
benchmark). Importantly, in all our test cases at least one good
model (rmsd < 2 A˚; Table 1; Figures 2A–2D) was generated
and, when using at least four distance restraints, most produced
models were consistent with the original crystal. Because dock-
ing was rigid at this stage, i.e., proteins were not deformed dur-
ing optimization, part of the rmsd difference is explained by the
small differences within assembled subunits. Despite producing
clash-free models consistent with imposed restraints, the fitness
function in its current simple implementation (see Experimental
Procedures) is not able to optimally rank obtained structures.
On the other side, this limitation is balanced by the very limited
set of solutions produced by our method (Table 1), which allows
a direct (e.g., in silico and/or in vitro) assessment of the biological
significance of the ensemble. Execution time is affected by the
protein size and the complexity of desired geometric restraints.
The largest contributor to execution time is however the postpro-
cessing phase, which is affected by the amount of final solutions
that need to be generated. By imposingmore severe filtering and
clustering thresholds, a smaller number of solutions can be ob-
tained. In these examples, a small number of possible assem-
blies were produced, in most cases in less than 5 minutes.
Assembly Considering Protein Native Flexibility
Whereas the previous tests are to be considered as ideal cases
for exploring the general correctness and performance of our
method, taking into account the intrinsic flexibility of the un-
bound monomeric subunit can be crucial for sampling confor-
mations more favorable to form the final assembly. To address
this point, we selected three cases where both the unbound
and bound structures have been solved at atomistic resolution.
The first was phospholipase A2, having an rmsd within bound097–1106, July 2, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1099
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Figure 3. Assessing the Effect of Quality and Quantity of Imposed
Restraints
An ensemble of six native contacts (distance 4 ± 2 A˚) has been selected for acyl
carrier (A; bound case) and phospholipase A2 (B; unbound case). For every
combination of these, an assembly prediction has been run. The amount of
produced solutions (left column) and the distribution of model rmsd with
respect to the known structure (right column, where red lines represent me-
dian, blue boxes the intervals between lower and upper quartiles, whiskers the
lowest and highest observations, and red crosses the outliers) have been
finally extracted. When increasing the number of imposed restraints, a smaller
amount of solutions is returned, most having an rmsd below 2 A˚ with respect to
the known assembly.
See Figures S3–S5 for a complete benchmark considering a broader noise-
range contribution on restraints.
A B
C D
E F
Figure 2. Molecular Assembly Predictions
Best symmetrical assembly predictions (in yellow) superimposed to known
X-ray crystal structures (in blue) of bound (B, C, and D) and unbound (E and F)
cases. In (A), no symmetry is imposed a priori for assembling the PhoQ dimer,
and red spheres highlight the position of residues displaying high disulfide
cross-linking efficiency used as distance restraints. See Table 1 for the relative
rmsd numerical values.
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Swarm Intelligence Dynamic Modelingand unbound conformation equal to 0.8 A˚. The second and third,
harder cases, were Flavivirus trimeric envelope glycoprotein and
HIV-1 hexameric capsomer, having an rmsd of 4.4 A˚ and 10.5 A˚,
respectively. These proteins have been also used by Mashiach-
Farkash and colleagues (Mashiach-Farkash et al., 2011) for
benchmarking their refinement method SymmRef against the
de novo modeling program SymmDock. As before, tests have
been run for assessing the effect and nature of the restraints
for prediction (Figures S4 and S5). In this context, our strategy
was to explore the conformational space of the unbound state
using MD simulations and to include this conformational
ensemble during the optimization step (see Experimental
Procedures).
When the difference between bound and unbound states is
mild, such as in the case of phospholipase A2, no major differ-
ence between the results obtained with a rigid and flexible
approach can be observed (Table 1; Figure 2E). In fact, rigidly1100 Structure 21, 1097–1106, July 2, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rigdocking the unbound structure was sufficient to obtain very
good results. By imposing more than one geometric restraint,
less than three models could always be produced, all of them
having a rmsd smaller than 2 A˚ with respect to the known assem-
bly (Figures 3B, S4, and S5). This result is better than the first
acceptable solution produced by SymmDock (9.2 A˚; Ma-
shiach-Farkash et al., 2011).
Unlike phospholipase A2, the case of Flavivirus envelope
glycoprotein could not be considered as simple. An 250 ns
simulation was run and exploited as a conformational database.
While the rmsd between crystallographic bound and unbound
states is 4.4 A˚, during MD simulation rmsd values as low as
3.5 A˚ were explored. A more thorough observation of the trajec-
tory revealed that the protein, very elongated, flexes along its
main axis. Seven eigenvectors, which represented 80% of pro-
tein motion, were automatically selected as additional dimen-
sions in the search space (see Experimental Procedures).
Exploring this conformational space, 13 models were finally pro-
duced, the best one having a rmsd of 4.2 A˚ with respect to thehts reserved
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Figure 4. Molecular Assembly Prediction
Accounting for Native Dynamics
(A) Time evolution of monomeric HIV-1 hexameric
capsomer rmsd with respect to initial unbound
reference X-ray state. At around 300 ns, the protein
visits conformations with low rmsd (less than 3 A˚,
indicated by a red dot) with respect to the bound
state.
(B) Projection of the first two eigenvectors calcu-
lated by PCA reveals that, in the MD eigenspace of
the unbound state, some structures appear close
to the bound state.
(C) Superposition of the unbound structure and the
best frame extracted from MD simulation that is
close to the bound state.
(D) Best model produced by our method (3.7 A˚
rmsd, in yellow) is superimposed to known X-ray
crystal structure of the complex (in blue). A frame
having a low rmsd in the conformational database
(2.9 A˚, indicated by the red dot in A and B) was
automatically selected as building block.
Structure
Swarm Intelligence Dynamic Modelingknown assembled crystal, 3.8 A˚ excluding most flexible and sol-
vent exposed loops (Figure 2F; Table 1). Interestingly, the final
rmsd is lower than that between unbound and bound state and
is, in fact, built by automatically selecting one of the best MD
frames available (i.e., rmsd of 3.6 A˚ with respect to the bound
state). By comparison with the unbound structure the selected
frame has the important advantage of better capturing the pro-
tein-wide motion involved in the binding process, making it
therefore a more suitable candidate for assembly prediction.
This result is comparable to the first acceptable result produced
by SymmDock (3.5 A˚; Mashiach-Farkash et al., 2011).
A more striking case is constituted by the HIV-1 hexameric
capsomer, which is composed of two domains connected by a
flexible linker. We performed a 500 ns long MD simulation of
the unbound conformation and tracked its rmsd with respect to
the known bound conformation. While a large majority of struc-
tures were very different from the bound state (rmsd greater
than 10 A˚), during a rearrangement of the two domains the rmsd
was as low as 2.9 A˚ (Figure 4A). This indicates that states very
close to the bound conformation, although less populated, are
present in the conformational space of the unbound state. We
ran three optimizations using the same geometric restraints: one
for the bound state, one for the unbound state, and one keeping
into account the MD ensemble. Not surprisingly, no acceptable
model was obtained when using the unbound conformation.
Conversely,when using thebound state, nine solutionswere pro-
duced, the best one having a rmsd equal to 0.6 A˚ with respect to
the known crystal. In comparison, this result is better than the
first acceptable solution produced by SymmDock (1.7 A˚) and,
remarkably, comparable to its refinement via SymmRef (0.9 A˚;
Mashiach-Farkash et al., 2011). Finally, we attempted to produce
a model by exploiting the whole MD trajectory of the protein’s
unbound state. Two eigenvectors were sufficient to describe
84% of the protein motion (Figure 4B), and PSO finally produced
16 models, the best one having an rmsd equal to 3.7 A˚. Impor-
tantly, our method assembled this model by automaticallyStructure 21, 1selecting as building block the MD frame with the lowest rmsd
with respect to the bound state (Figures 4C and 4D). Moreover,
all the produced models were built using monomers having
rmsd values lower than 3.5 A˚ with respect to the bound state.
These latter results clearly highlight how our method pinpoints
the most suitable structure for assembly within a conformational
ensemble, outperforming a purely rigid docking approach and
producing states that can be further refined by minimization or
molecular simulation techniques. If the complete conformational
space could be sampled byMD, onemight expect that the PSO-
based search would eventually find the optimal state to
assemble the multimeric complex. In practice, in the case of Fla-
vivirus envelope glycoprotein, MDwas not able to explore states
very close to the bound conformation in a 102 ns timescale. This
is likely because the rearrangements involved upon assembly
would have required a longer sampling time. On the other
hand, in the same timescales, MD explored states close to the
bound conformation for the case of the HIV-1 hexameric cap-
somer due to the quaternary architecture of the protein.
Assembly Considering Activation-Induced Protein
Flexibility
To study a real assembly prediction situation, we applied our
method to the prediction of the heptameric conformation of
Aeromonas hydrophila pore-forming toxin aerolysin (monomeric
Protein Data Bank [PDB] code: 1PRE; Parker et al., 1994). For
this protein, flexibility plays an extremely important role; in fact,
pore-forming toxins often undergo large conformational
changes to assemble into a transmembrane complex. Interest-
ingly, point mutation Y221G impairs the aerolysin assembly
membrane insertion, leading to the creation of a hydrophilic mul-
timer (i.e., prepore state) for which a cryo-EMmap was obtained
at a resolution of 16 A˚ (Tsitrin et al., 2002). We have already
shown that the aerolysin C-terminal peptide (CTP, Figure 5A)
acts as an intramolecular chaperone to preserve the correct
folding of the monomer, but its cleavage and removal from097–1106, July 2, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1101
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Figure 5. Molecular Assembly Prediction
Accounting for Native Flexibility upon Acti-
vation
(A) Aerolysin crystal structure and schematic rep-
resentation of its two main modes of motion (black
arrows). Removal of C-terminal peptide (CTP, in
gray) activates the toxin, while mutation Y221G (in
yellow) locks aerolysin assembly in a prepore
conformation.
(B) Projection of the first two eigenvectors calcu-
lated from PCA of the MD trajectories with CTP (in
black) and without (in blue). Upon activation, a
much larger conformational space with respect to
the X-ray static structure (in red) is explored.
(C) By keeping into account protein native flexibility
upon activation (see B), a very good fit (CCC =
0.72) is obtained with respect to the available EM
map, and a structure fully compatible with avail-
able biologic data is predicted.
(D) By only using aerolysin crystal structure to
predict the heptameric conformation of the pre-
pore state, a model having a CCC equal to 0.57 is
instead assembled.
Structure
Swarm Intelligence Dynamic Modelingaerolysin main lobe is then necessary for pore formation (Iacov-
ache et al., 2011). Therefore, we characterized the dynamic fea-
tures of both the inactive Y221G aerolysin (i.e., complexed with
CTP as in the X-ray structure; Figure 5A) and the activated
form, where the CTP was removed from the main lobe. We
observed that the presence of the CTP largely affects the internal
motion of aerolysin; while the inactive form explores conforma-
tions very close to the X-ray structure, the active form shows a
larger interdomain flexibility and additional internal rotation of
the domain originally holding the CTP (Figures 5A and 5B).
We used the knowledge about the activated conformational
space of aerolysin to model its heptameric prepore assembly
within our optimization framework. As restraints, the measures
of the Y221G cryo-EM map were adopted (i.e., height and width
equal to 85 ± 5 A˚ and 150 ± 5 A˚, respectively, and pore radius
equal to 5 ± 2 A˚; EM maps have been filtered at 0.5, and width
and height were measured on the resulting volume; Figures 5C
and 5D). In particular, two independent runs were performed:
one providing as input an ensemble of conformations gener-
ated from an 200 ns MD simulation of Y221G aerolysin
without the CTP and one providing the X-ray structure of
Y221G aerolysin pruned a posteriori of the CTP coordinates;
the latter being representative of the relatively compacted
conformational ensemble explored by MD (Figure 5B). In the
first case, by keeping into account monomer flexibility as
described by the three main PCA eigenvectors (94.5% of pro-
tein’s movement), we obtained six models. All the models
when docked into the Y221G EM using Situs (Wriggers, 2010)
presented a good cross-correlation coefficient (CCC) with
respect to it. The highest ranked structure had a CCC of
0.72, a single subunit of this model having an rmsd equal to
4.3 A˚ with respect to the original aerolysin crystal (Figure 5C).
Importantly, this assembly appears to recapitulate all known
biophysical and biochemical data for wild-type and Y221G
aerolysin (unpublished data). Conversely, when only the
X-ray-based CTP-bound conformation was used to assemble1102 Structure 21, 1097–1106, July 2, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All riga multimer, none of the solutions explored met the solution’s
filtering criteria (Figures 5B and 5D). This indicates that no
structure satisfying the given geometric restraints could be
found. We docked the best solution (fitness equal to 4.75)
into the Y221G cryo-EM map obtaining a CCC of 0.57, a value
significantly lower than what was obtained using the dynamic
modeling protocol and presenting several inconsistencies with
respect to known experimental data.
Altogether, this blind result, alongwith tests on unbound cases
(Figure 4), show that using an ensemble of structures represen-
tative of monomer native flexibility, which also can take into
account activated states, eventually leads to improved perfor-
mances in assembly prediction and to the generation of more
biologically sound structural models.
Effect of Quantity and Quality of Restraints
The quantity and accuracy of used restraints may greatly influ-
ence the performance of any protein assembly prediction meth-
odology. To better validate our method, we performed a set of
benchmarks involving a variable number of restraints, as well
as a different error on the given experimental target measures
(Figure 3; see also Supplemental Experimental Procedures and
Figures S3–S5 for extended benchmarks). We selected the
trimeric phospholipase A2 (both using its unbound structure
and an 500 ns MD ensemble) and acyl carrier protein as test
structures. For both proteins, an ensemble of protein-protein
contacts was first identified for the available multimeric
structure. To test how our pipeline is affected by the amount of
provided restraints, we selected combinations from one to five
contacts as restraint (Figure 3). To test the effect of noise on
the targetmeasure, all these tests were repeated by imposing er-
rors from 1 to 6 A˚ on every target measure. Results are summa-
rized in Figures 3 and S3–S5.
In all tests we observe that, not surprisingly, the amount of ob-
tained models decreases rapidly with a higher number of re-
straints. The average solution’s quality also improves with ahts reserved
Figure 6. PSO-KaR Algorithm for Molecular Assembly Prediction
Pseudocode of the PSO-KaR. At every timestep t, the position x and velocity v
in the search space of every particle p is updated according to three factors:
inertia, personal best, and global best. These contributions are weighted byw,
cp, and cn coefficients, respectively. Every particle keeps track of the position
xbest and value fbest of its best found solution. When a particle’s velocity drops
below a predefined threshold vmin (code in the rectangular box), its velocity is
randomly reinitialized (‘‘kick’’), whereas if the current fitness value is lower than
a threshold fmin, its position is restarted as well, and its memory erased
(‘‘reseed’’).
See Figures S1 and S2 for performance on classic benchmark functions and
Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details about the algorithm.
Structure
Swarm Intelligence Dynamic Modelinghigher number of restraints. Results show that, when using at
least four restraints, a large majority of produced structures is
consistent with the original complex (Figure 3), even when
imposing a fairly large error on the measures, such as 6 A˚ (Fig-
ure S3–S5). Importantly, in any performed test at least one
good solution (backbone rmsd < 2 A˚) was present within the
produced models. Using an MD trajectory as input (Figures 3B
and S5) instead of a single structure (Figure S4) results in a larger
amount of solutions to be produced when using a small amount
of constraints. Phospholipase A2 features a flexible loop, which
is primarily responsible for a different rmsd within the produced
models. If no restraints involving this loop are set, a large amount
of solution is produced. However, using a higher number of
restraints (more than three) leads to performances comparable
to the ones obtained using a single structure as input. We
observe that the location of restraints on the assembly surface
can affect the optimization process. Contacts involving residues
located in a protein cavity, for instance, would impose more
severe geometric restraints than contacts involving completely
exposed protein regions. The relative location of restraints also
plays an important role. Better results are usually obtained
when identified contacts are spread on thewhole protein-protein
interface, especially when the error on individual measures be-
comes large.Structure 21, 1DISCUSSION
We presented a method based on swarm intelligence op-
timization that is able to predict, exploiting a limited set of low-
resolution experimental spatial restraints, the conformation of
homomultimers according to a predefined circular symmetry or
general protein-protein interactions (Figure 6). A first major
strength of our algorithm is that, thanks to a robust and efficient
PSO implementation, it can quickly return a small set of possible
structures respecting the imposed restraints and presenting no
severe clashes. These models can be subsequently refined
and reranked with techniques such as SymmRef (Mashiach-
Farkash et al., 2011) or MDFF if a density map is available
(Trabuco et al., 2008).
Furthermore, our method is designed to take native protein
flexibility into account by automatically extracting relevant con-
formations from a provided structural ensemble. In this context,
we use the sampling power of MD that currently allows explora-
tion of relevant portions of the conformational space accessible
to protein subunits. The advantage of such an approach is that
significant conformational changes, involving for instance inter-
domain rearrangements, can be taken into account. Recent ev-
idence indicates conformational selection as amajormechanism
implicated in recognition processes as protein binding and as-
sembly. Namely, bound conformations are already expected to
populate the accessible conformational space explored by un-
bound proteins. Thus, in principle, the investigation of the
conformational ensemble of single subunits alone can already
provide useful information about their state upon assembly. Us-
ing aerolysin as a real case, we demonstrated that exploiting a
structural ensemble produced by MD simulations greatly
improved the prediction outcome. We expect that, with the
ever-growing sampling capabilities of current MD simulations,
the hybrid strategy implemented in our method will offer a robust
and efficient way to address molecular assembly through dy-
namic modeling.
As a matter of fact, such a conformational ensemble could be
generated via other techniques (e.g., Monte Carlo simulation,
NMR experiments) allowing the exploration of a macromolecule
conformational space. In this context, one of the possible exten-
sions is the possibility of automatically performing a normal
modes analysis on a single provided structure. Exploration of
the conformational space constituted by a linear combination
of the main discovered modes would subsequently take place.
The immediate advantage of this approach is clearly its
extremely affordable computational cost. On the other side, flex-
ibility extracted from a harmonic approximation of protein mo-
lecular interactions is limited to a specific equilibrium state and
cannot access further conformational arrangements as seen in
MD simulations, especially for further activated states (Figure 5).
Assembly predictions can be guided by virtually any possible
experimental results providing insights about protein structure.
Macroscopic measures such as height and width extracted
from cryo-EM experiments, atomic distances obtained for
instance from FRET, disulfide cross-linking, chemical cross-link-
ing coupled to mass spectrometry experiments, or identification
of the location of specific amino acids in the assembly structure
(for instance from gold labeling or alanine scanning) can all effec-
tively lead to a correct assembly prediction. At present, cryo-EM097–1106, July 2, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1103
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sembly general shapes (height, width, concavity, pore radius,
etc.). PSO can, however, deal with any kind of fitness function.
Thus, a natural extension of our protocol will be the direct assem-
bly of homo- and heteromultimers into a provided electron den-
sity map.
It has to be pointed out that our approach is based on a purely
geometric optimization; side chain arrangement is therefore not
refined at the moment. In fact, our aim at this stage was to
quickly generate a small ensemble of reasonable protein ar-
rangements. Even though we do not produce a refined de
novo prediction, our results can provide important insights into
multimeric arrangement and guide the design of new experi-
ments. The current energetic contribution to the fitness function
is simply constituted by a coarse potential on the protein scaffold
used to avoid steric clashes. Energy scoring based on molecular
mechanics contribution of the monomer-to-monomer binding
would likely help to rank the best solutions and completely
address experimentally blind assembly searches. The goal is
to obtain a lightweight but more accurate energetic contribution,
better describing van der Waals interactions and accounting for
electrostatic contributions. In this respect, taking care of side
chain refinement could also lead to significant improvements.
In conclusion, we believe we just scratched the surface of the
capabilities of this approach. In fact, because the PSO engine is
not sensitive to the kind of imposed symmetry, implementing
other common symmetries (such as helical or icosahedral) is triv-
ial, and is part of our future development plans. Moreover, im-
provements on the fitness function, by including a broader set
of geometric restraints, and the energy scoring, with the use of
more accurate molecular mechanics potentials, will certainly
enhance the quality of the predicted assemblies and eventually
address the prediction of protein-protein interactions. Finally,
the increasing capability of MD coupled to this optimization pro-
tocol has the great advantage of accounting for native protein
flexibility, activation processes, and conformational selection
of relevant states upon assembly. Given the number of multipro-
tein complexes, crucial for key cellular functions, that are
amenable to low-resolution analyses but not X-ray crystallog-
raphy, we believe that this dynamic modeling approach will be
widely used in the future.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Kick-and-Reseed Particle Swarm Optimization
Let a function f(x), where x˛ Fn3 Rn. We call f the fitness function, and search
space the multidimensional real space Fn in which the function is defined. We
want to find a point xmin˛ Fn such that ymin = f(xmin) is the function’s global min-
imum. PSO aims at finding the point xmin having the lowest fitness. This tech-
nique represents the search process as amodel of birds’ social behavior when
flocking (Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995). To do so, an ensemble of solutions
(also called particles) has its position and velocity randomly initialized in the
multidimensional search space. Along the whole optimization process, every
particle will keep track of the value fbest and position xbest of its best found so-
lution. At the beginning of every discrete timestep, particles (p) are updated
about the swarm status, i.e., the current position of all particles, as well as their
respective best found solution value and location. Subsequently, they will
independently update their own velocity (v), which in turn will be used to up-
date their position (x). This is repeated until a maximal number of timesteps
is reached. Because, after having been updated about the swarm status, par-
ticles act as independent agents, PSO can be considered as embarrassingly1104 Structure 21, 1097–1106, July 2, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rigparallel, easily benefiting from current multicore architectures. Velocity update
is affected by three factors. The first, inertia, determines how a particle’s tra-
jectory is preserved along time. The second, personal best, attracts particles
toward their own best solution. The third, global best, attracts particles toward
the best solution found by neighboring particles (Figure 6). To increase PSO
robustness and convergence rate, we implemented a type of PSO called
PSO kick and reseed (PSO-KaR, see full details in the Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures). In PSO-KaR, particles being too slow (i.e., stagnating in
a minimum) have their position and velocity randomly reinitialized, and their
memory erased. This PSO-basedmethod is implemented in a code called Par-
allel Optimization Workbench—power, available as open source at http://lbm.
epfl.ch. All the tests were performed running three PSO-KaR repetitions of 200
steps with 80 particles. PSO behavioral constants wstart, wend, cp, and cn were
set to 0.9, 0.4, 1.2, and 1.4 (see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Four processors on an Intel AMD64 dual-quad core machine were used. All re-
ported execution times (Table 1) also include postprocessing, i.e., solution-
filtering, clustering, and generation of corresponding PDB files.
Search Space Definition and Data Manipulation
Our scheme aims at predicting the assembly of two proteins or, by imposing
a predefined symmetry, of multimeric assemblies. In particular, when docking
two proteins, the search space is six-dimensional (protein translation and
rotation around the x, y, and z axes). If an ensemble of protein structures is
available, namely obtained from an MD trajectory (or alternatively NMR or X-
ray experiments), flexibility (or multiple conformations) can be introduced as
a set of further dimensions in the search space. To do so, a principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) is initially performed on the ensemble (Figure 1). The pro-
jection value of every trajectory frame along the most relevant eigenvectors,
also called fluctuations, is computed. These are used as a way to index the tra-
jectory frames, which we can consider as a protein conformation database.
The search space is eventually characterized by three rotations, three transla-
tions, and n fluctuations. To produce the assembly corresponding to a specific
position in the search space, the subunit in the database having its eigenvector
projection being the closest to the desired fluctuation values is first extracted.
Subsequently, the selected conformation is roto-translated. The main advan-
tage of using an ensemble of conformations is that the protein conformations
used to assemble the multimer will more closely respect protein native
flexibility.
This scheme is extended to assemble circular symmetric structures given a
known stoichiometry. In this context, the conformational space is defined by
the three rotation angles of a single monomer with respect to a center of sym-
metry aligned along the z axis, and a displacement with respect to it, which
represents the radius of the assembly in its narrowest point. This methodology
has been already successfully applied to model several isoforms of human
C4b-binding protein (Hofmeyer et al., 2013). Our method has been also
extended to flexibly assemble a multimeric complex on a rigid receptor, as
recently done for the prediction of the basal body YscDJ complex of the Yer-
sinia type III secretion system (unpublished data). In this case, additional de-
grees of freedom, i.e., the translation of the whole assembly along the z axis
and the rotation around it, are also taken into account.
Fitness Function and Clustering
The fitness function scoring the quality of an assembly depends on two fac-
tors, geometry and energy. As geometric contribution, specific measures of
the current multimer m are compared to target values t being experimentally
known. Let c(m) an ensemble of measures performed on a multimer. The geo-
metric scoreG(m) of amultimer is determined by the Euclidean distance within
obtained and target measures.
GðmÞ= f½t  cðmÞ½t  cðmÞg12: (1)
To avoid steric clashes during assembly, a coarse energy potential is also
taken into account. This ‘‘minimalistic’’ contribution is constituted by a 9-6
Lennard-Jones-type potential describing all the Ca and Cb atoms of two neigh-
boring monomers extracted from the assembly:
EðmÞ= 4ε
hs
r
9

s
r
6i
; (2)hts reserved
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Swarm Intelligence Dynamic Modelingwhere r is all the distances within couples of atoms being at a distance smaller
than 12 A˚. ε = 1 kcal/mol and s = 4.7 A˚ correspond instead to a coarse-grained
model for Ca atoms (Alemani et al., 2010). The final fitness function fmixes geo-
metric and energetic contributions by means of the following weighted sum:
fðmÞ= c  EðmÞ+ ð1 cÞ GðmÞ; (3)
where c is a real value within 0 and 1. In preliminary systematic tests, we found
that when c has a value smaller than 0.05 no suitable solution is usually found,
whereas with values greater than 0.2 a large amount of solutions is returned
(not shown). In our tests we set c = 0.2. It should be noted that the rough energy
function in Equation 1 only avoids clashes and is therefore not sufficiently pre-
cise to allow a blind docking (i.e., without geometric restraint) and accurate
ranking of the solutions. During execution, solutions having a fitness lower
than 0 (i.e., most likely clash-free and respecting the given geometric re-
straints) are retained. Solutions having their respective rmsd smaller than
1 A˚ are subsequently clustered; cluster representatives (centers) are finally
selected. More details can be found in the Supplemental Experimental
Procedures.
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